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Radio commander pc review

Strategy games have always had a strange relationship with the idea of an omniscient player. Smaller-scale titles, such as Age of Empires or Command &amp; Conquer, include fog of war to add a layer of mystery to enemy movements, while larger 4X games like Stellaris give users even greater visibility. One game that takes steps to
limit this is Radio Commander. For its basic concept Radio Commander tries to put a more realistic bent on strategy. The name says it all; in Radio Commander, the player commands units using only a map and a radio. Set during the Vietnam War, the game tries to tap into a sense of unknown, as the player make decisions based on the
intelligence they have been given. Continue scrolling to continue reading Click the button below to start this article in quick view. Start now At least this leads to Radio Commander feeling quite different from similar games in the strategy market. Instead of scrolling around a map and making tactical decisions based on a clear visual
indication of the best course of action, instead the player relies on the rigid locations on their mission map and updates from the various units they control. This might come across as something of a trick, but developer Grave Sim devotees by pushing this idea as far as it can go. As such, the Radio Commander's control system is quite
unique. Instead of the usual tariff tactics, the player uses the keys to navigate the use of radio and map, before choosing from different options scripted to order troops around. It's an elegant idea and one that separates Radio Commander from other independent strategy games, would be the excellent Frostpunk. However, it takes a fair bit
to get used to, with the user needing to beef up that muscle memory for the fast way through different combinations. Some players may not feel quite naturally with the control scheme, although with more and more practice becomes less alien. Such rigidity from the point of view of control and systems leads to the requirement to take a
different approach. Without surveillance of what is ahead it pays to be more cautious, working with clues that are given as part of radio responses from soldiers on the ground. There is no such thing as rushing to victory with a higher number here, so being careful and getting into the mentality that Radio Commander requires is definitely
necessary. It goes so far before the boundaries become obvious. Radio Commander is not the most impressive visual game, and due to its structure and mechanics that doesn't really matter. However, when there is not enough variety within the gameplay it can get a little boring when changing between a handful of mainly static screens.
Radio Commander does not have enough variety to keep players fully engaged. His core campaign is nine long missions, but none of them quite feel quite different, although the custom game mode fortunately does not allow a little more flexibility. It also works as a place to test different strategies outside the campaign, if the user wants to
run a few studies. Despite this, Radio Commander does not suffer from the feeling of samey a lot of time. The scope of each mission does not really deviate enough to tax the player, beyond them gains a better understanding of the available radio options. Even the elements of the easy story of the campaign do not do much to shake the
feeling of repetition. In part, this boils down to the problem of unit management in each mission. For a game like Radio Commander, which limits the player's view to such a degree, to be truly successful it needs a level of intuition within the actions of each unit. However, instead, players will have to manage even the simplest of tasks,
which takes away not only from the joy of the game, but also what immersion were built by its controls and setting. This problem, when combined with the restrictive control system, does not mean that Radio Commander is an example of execution that does not match the idea. Despite its strong smugness, this does not translate into an
end product that players will want to spend a long time with. Radio Commander is a solid novelty, but it is unlikely to be a truly memorable experience for those who pick it up. More: Fire Emblem: Three Houses Review - Lessons Learned Radio Commander is available on your PC. Screen Rant was provided with a PC download code for
the purpose of this review. 2.5 of 5 (Pretty Good) PS5: Cutest Photos of the New Console Dwarfing People's Pet Related Topics Game Reviews 2.5 Stars Radio Commander Games About Author Rob Gordon (554 Articles Published) More from Rob Gordon Radio Commander is the most unique experience of the year by far. It feels a bit
like a mixture of Papers, Please mixed with an RTS and works wonders. From voice acting to simple and great art style and amazing unique and tense gameplay, it's a great indie game I didn't expect to work as well as it did. GAMEPLAY You're a radio commander -- shocking, I know. What you do is stay safe in your tent, with the radio on
and a general map of where the action is going. That's it, all the interaction is done by radio (chat with the team, ask for reports, observation, or some occasional chit-chat, which is pretty well written) and map, where you have to place little dashboard pieces yourself on the map and tag each as a friendly or an enemy, and move them as
you receive reports so you can know what's going on. None of the actual actions going down can be observed, everything is done through audio reports, so making decisions and map perception of events must be pitch-perfect to ensure of your teams, if they're infantry, vehicles, etc. and that's all... Even. Not this wrong way, however, the
depth of this concept is fantastic and gives this game much more value than you could imagine at first. Troopers have conversations with you and your answers will result different dialogues and trigger events, adding replayability to the game. Levels can be beaten in different ways and choices come into play as your soldiers report
information back and you can either mindlessly take it and continue or prepare them for a possibly nasty surprise... It's really great. Developers actually made a game where the sound problems for 80% of the game and 20% is just reacting to the information you just heard. Visual stimulation of explosions, gunfire and blood showers is not
present and gives the game a unique tone that is very welcome, despite the always-cool-to see the brave and bloody look of the Vietnam War being visibly absent. Naining this was really hard, even for someone who isn't a fan of rts games, but Grave Sim hit it out of the park here. Despite all this, it is worth noting that the overall
shortening of the campaign and the repetitiveness of the general game loop associated with very unusually slow pacing can hurt players and the game can feel like a good idea only in the concept. I started to feel boredom and oversaturation after some time while I could handle other RTS games much better, so it's worth noting that it's
not for everyone, not even for massive RTS fans. By the end of the year, you will have much more complicated scenarios that you will need to manage further, so using drawings, dashboards and careful planning is a must to ensure a successful mission with an acceptable number of victims. If the total of 9 missions sounds small (and the
game is not so long, to be fair), then you can always play a quick fight and manage as difficult as you want – infinite enemies associated with all possible war options at your disposal yield a pretty messy but fun battle scenario. The game also has a mission editor with very powerful tools to make your mission possible, but map restrictions
and the absence of a tutorial really hurt its use by many casual players. Another interesting feature is that you can issue voice commands (DISCLOSURE: I haven't tried this feature though.). AUDIO AND GRAPHIC I have already mentioned how vital audio is for the gameplay and player options and reactions, so it is imperative for the
overall audio quality to be great ... ... and so it is. From distinct static radio during team reports to the sea, credible voice acting, the immersion of the game is really amazing and that says a lot because you do nothing but sit in the tent and look at a map. Music is also traditional to the Vietnam War era and helps to establish the mood of the
brave war the game portrays so well. In terms of graphics, they are also Good. The art style is simple, with a basic background (albeit with animations that appear, giving it much needed life and immersion) over the tent you sit in, with a map on a table in front of you. Hand holding a phone while ordering soldiers successfully... or death.
However, since most of the game happens while looking at the map, it is much more important to a simple, clear and responsive UI - my God, have nails too. You can add dashboard pieces to represent friendly/enemy units on the flight, open the drawing board and mission log in a very clear way; nothing clutters the screen too much,
which is very important to avoid overpowering the player and also to ensure a high map visibility during the action phase, if the undivided focus of the player is absolutely mandatory. A strange nitpick, but for me TIPS menu has all the tips left writing the middle of the sentence with no clear way to find the rest of the tip (possibly a bug as
well), so that is worth noting. CONCLUSION Radio Commander has made a very large and profound game from a seemingly strange and unthinkable concept. Despite the too slow pace hurtsjoy in long sessions, the absence of a suitable tutorial for the editor and the visibly short campaign, Radio Commander is a pretty big game worth
checking out, especially in the current 25% launch discount. It's not for everyone, but even non-RTS fans can see enough differences in this to give it a chance so don't research about it and see if you want. A truly unique gem to balance this year's weak for gambling so far. Away.
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